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ABSTRACT
The paper describes research examining the

interrelationships among cognitive, linguistic, and social
development in a sample of dysphasic children (having severe
linguistic problems disproportionate to cognitive abilities) using
microprocessors as a special diagnostic and training environment. Two
studies are described; the first (the Comparison Study) examined
problem solving, social skills, and linguistic performance of eight
dysphasic and eight normal 8- to 10-year-olds on diagnostic and
computer-based tasks. Ss worked on computer games in cooperative and
didactic sessions. The performance of dysphasic Ss wrs lower on
almost all measures. In the second study (the Training Study), the
dysphasic Ss were given training in problem solving on computers.
With small amounts of training, the performance of dysphasic Ss
resembled that of the control group. The results of both studies
suggest that students' educational history can result in the
development of secondary deficits. Lower performance is not always a
property of individual deficits, but occurs within a system of
interrelated activities. Among educational implications discussed are
ways to draw the children into educational experiences, in part by
redirecting their metacognitive skills from tisk avoidance to task
analysis; considerations in grouping children with language problems;
and the role of computers in education. (CL)
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May 13, 1982

INTRODUCTION

Overall research program.

The research summized here is part of a general effort- an part to

provide a principled basis for designing productive educational environments

for learning handicapped children.

As described in Cole and Traupmann (1980), children who experience

language -- related learning problems may be able to learn effectively if the

conditions permit them to use their considerable intellectual ability.

The particular goal of this project was to examine the interrelationships

among cognitive, linguistic and social development in a sample of learning

handicapped children using microprocessors as a special diagnostic and train-

ing environments. The research literature indicates the existence of a popu-

lation of children, referred to as dysphasic, who have severe linguistic prob-

lems that are disproportionate to their cognitive abilities (Eisenson, 1972;

Ingram, 1975; Morehead & Morehead, 1976; Bloom & Lahey, 1978). Almost no men-

tion is made of the effect of the language problems on social development.

This leaves us with the belief that social skills are only minimally affected

by the language problems. A group of dysphasic children could be very useful

in understanding how language development is tied to cognitive and social

skills and possibly the degree to which these different aspects of development

can proceed independently.
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Most of the existing research on dysphasia has been carried out with very

young children examining the delayed or deviant language acquisition process

(Menyuk, 1968, 1976; Eisenson & Ingram. 1972; Morehead, 1972; Johnson &

Schery. 1976; gloom 6 Lahey, 1978). We have been interested in how the

delayed or deviant language learning process influenced other aspects of

development. We therefore chose to look at older children.. Finding older

children with language problems was not in itself difficult. But the nature

of their language problems and the structure of their other skills were very

difficult to determine.

The results of two studies are reviewed in this report. The first, the

Comparison Study, examines the problem-solving strategies, social skills and

linguistic performance of eight dysphasic and eight normal children (ages 10-

12 years) on diagnostic computer-based cognitive tasks. Three computer tasks

involving (I) estimation, (2) perceptual/spatial and (3) inference skills were

used. Pairs of students from the Language (linguistically impaired) and Con-

trol (linguistically normal) groups worked together on computer games in two

types of sessions, Cooperative and Didactic. Cooperative sessions were those

in which there was symmetrical game knowledge, and the game was new to both

players. Didactic Sessions were those in which there was asymmetrical game

knowledge; the game was known by one student who was placed in tne role of the

tea-o-r while the other student 45SHWId the role of the learner.

Performance was compared in terms of two types of problem solving meas-

ure (problem-framing and game-playing skill) two linguistic measures

(language fluency and language errors) and social measures which characterized

',(111 in adopting the roles of teak her and learner.
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The performance of the Dysphasic children was lower on almost all meas..

. - Their 'Amer performance provided the motivation for a phase of the

research referred to ea the Training Study. The Dysphasic students were pro-

'sided training in solving problems presented on computers. The training ses-

sions evolved gradually from computer eontrolled playing to student controlled

playing as the students demonstrated more skill. With small amounts of train-

ipg on the computer, the performance of the Dysphasic children resembled that

of the control group.

The results of both studies suggest that students' educational history

can result in the development of secondary deficits. Lower performance is not

always a property of individual deficits, but occurs within a system of inter-

related activities. Understanding this system is vital to efforts to create

effective educational programs for these children. Computers can be effective

tools for the development of educational programs for children in special edu-

cation.

In this report we first discuss some of the difficulties in locating

,1der dysphasia: children. We then review the major results of the Comparison

and Training Studies (Riel, 1982). Finally, we address the educational impli-

cations of these findings. Suggestions will be made for structuring the edu-

carional environment of children with language problems so that knowledge

,u.qui:.ition is not delayed by concentrating on areas of weakness rather than

As of strength.
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INSTITUTIONAL AND CLINICAL IDENTIFICATION OF DYSFHASIC CHILDREN

i're uncovered a certain tension between the clinical definition of dys-

phasic and institutional constraints on the categorization and educational

placement of these children. Whilk there are both clinical and institutional

--definitions of dysphasia, the group of children isolated by these definitions

are far fraM isomorphic. The clinical/research definition of dysphasia is a

developmental problem with receptive, and/or ex ,,assive language that is not

attributed to any known cause (deafness, injury, autism, et cetra) occurring

In children with normal (85 or higher) nonverbal IQ scores (Ingram, 1975).

The school district, partially in response to the demands of federal leg-

islative mandates for the special education of handicapped students, has esta-

blished a number of educational programs including special classrooms for the

"Severely Language Handicapped" (SLH). SLH is an educational, institutional

definition of children with language difficulties. So defined, these language

handicaps are delays of one year or more behind mental age in at least two

aspects of language (phonology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics) in children

normal intelligence.

Given the similarity in clinical and institutional definitions of chil-

dren with language difficulties, we expected to find dysphasic children in SLH

However, we did not find this match between clinical and institu-

ti:inal definitions operating in actual educational practice. Not all students

in SLH classrooms were dysphasic. Based on IQ rest scores, some children were

"mentally retarded." Other children seemed to be in the SLH classroom because

thvy spoke two languages with limited success. Still others had learning

;sr qtis that 4efted categoritation.

6
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It did not seem that the educators in this district were themselves to

criteria in placing students into the SLR classroom. Considerations

of a fiscal, legal, and practical nature also influenced the placement of stu-

11__dents into this classroom. The federal law governing special education man-

-'-dates that twelve percent of the :school aged population will be served by spe-

cial education programs. The compulsory thrust of this law provides an incen-

tive to search for, identify, and place students into special education pro-

grams in order to meet mandated quotas. The legal incentive to search for

students is reinforced by financial incentives. School districts are provided

funds from state and federal sources for each student in regular classrooms,

and a greater amount of money for students in special education programs.

They receive more money for students in "pullout" programs and still more

money for students in "whole day" programs. This additional source of money

also serves as an incentive to search far students to place in special educa-

tion. As a result of these factors, placement decisions are based on an

interlacing of these considerations and such factors as space and money avail-

able.

Even without these constraints, children rarely fit easily into one of

the categories that have been established. The Psychometric measures, school

achie..7ement tests, and evaluation by the school psychologist and the classroom

teaeher frequently conflicted in their determination of which students were

typical examples of dysphasic children. A good example of this is Pat, a

%ixth grader from School. The school psychologist suggested that Pat might

not he dysphasic because her scores on the WISC-R did not show a large spread.

1. p%yhologi%t said that Par might well he learning disabled like' her
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the r. _ n_ the _othit hand the classroom tether seleetent as the proto7

cal,AysPhasAc .child-- Pael-school:achievementscares support-the teachers

evaluition. smith shi:is a full year above grade level aind, language

We.erld. Yeargi.heOV.IMO4e. XeYel.o According P!.the .41414.1112e_

..;.--,-.:alsohAS.great difficulty in retelling events. or expressing . hex ideas7iM7--

v"
.,"either verbal or written form. ;he Token Ies. t did not indicate .a receptive,.

nggepblm (neient. Sth he ..PeoOgi eaeion):..s semre
,

rt the .Ravens indicated above average intelligence (inconsistent with the

',psychologist's evaluation).

If Pat had.been unusual, it mould have been easy to exclude her from this

study. Yet,' she 'iiSS one of the four students selected out of a group of

twelve students as the best examples of dysphasic children in that school. Tt

is possible that more testing or different tests would result in a pattern

that would identify Fat as dysphasic or as not dysphasic. It is doubtful,

though, that such testing will provide the kinds of recommendations that will

enable Pat to succeed in school. Even If it were possible to separate chil-

dren Who had a particular problem with language, they are a number of problems

with the educational practice of grouping them together in small numbers for

instruction.

THE SYSTEM OF DEVELOPMENT

In the Comparison study, we examined the problem-solving, linguistic and

sorial skills of language-impaired and normal children. Analyzing each of

these skill domains, in isolation, did not display the total system within

whi:h they operate. In fact looking at them in isolation loads to inferences

.1,'"P`.;

1,7;1



__ -About the abilities of these_children that, are nut warranted
7-,,,,L,K.,--,K.7*-iy,',-,--.: , . ,

.i.,,3A:..37,,w, ,...,,..,

- tea. is considered.T

,,,

whole

of the SmArts...m Study

We ieginby sualmaritiils,Fte similarities 4114 diffeiemcee between

uage and Control draws, that were observed duringthe.pamparison study.,

account for the:diffirences:zequiris A widening.. et:ar theoretical

us. BY reformulating the nature et the task to whiCh the Language eps4Ota

were oriented, a different way of interpreting the behavior of these students

ecomes possible.

Similarities. All the students apprpached and played the games with

interest. They all seemed to enjoy interacting with the computer. On subse-

quent visits to the school. children from both groups urged us to bring the

computer back. They understood the procedures that were established for the

different sessions and generally followed instructions.

Tbvre were no group differences in the amount of language used by the

students while playing the games. The Language students were just as verbal

AS chi Control group. In contrast to the research of Ingram (1972), the

Language students asked more, not fever questions. The mean length of commun-

ication units was the same for each group as was the number of words per

minuto. Both groups of Students used language to regulate their own behavior

and to direct the behavior of their partner.



students Were Able t4 coordinate game playing and establish their own

for dividing QV the task or tahieg turns., With a few Minor,04ca.

theS, the'student worked out diSagreeMents that arose await thaaaelvela

.Z4iitheem rte adult interventions- The students: in both *tongs:

re :Jos likely to' ignore qtrestions fromtheir peers as they mere to smaws~

-them correctly.

Differences, Dyspbasic children were selected because of their historY

Alifficulties with language. .tt mos, not surprising, then, that they demonm,

strated more problems related to language use than did the Control students

.(these differences are described in more detail in Riel, 1982) The Language

Students spent less "time giving information and used fewer communication units'

to explain the games to their peers than did the Control students. The

Language group got bogged down more often in language mazes, indicating that

they had more trouble expressing their thoughts in words. Their pattern of

language errors was in some ways similar to their game playing pattern, in

that they were more likely to take liberties in modifying linguistic relation-

ships. In most cases, they did not seem to be lacking a formal knowledge of

language. They were more likely to construct utterances that on some occa-

sions did, and on other occasions did not, conform to linguistic conventions.

The language difficulties of dysphasic children have consequences for

their social and problem solving behavior. The Language students were highly

dependent on adult help to solve problems. They turned to the adult first,

rarely consulting the machine or each other. Computer help required a minimal

amount of reading and peer help required a higher degree of verbal explicit -

n4'44 than was necessary to elicit adult help. The Control students turned
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first to the computer, then to their peer and only to the adult as a last

resort when a problem could not be solved. Even when the Language students

were directed to the computer or to their peer for help they continued to

request adult help.

Another way it which the behavior of the Language students differed from

that of the Control students was in their way of dividing up the task. The

Language students took turns playing the games, attributing success or failure

to the individual. The Control students were more likely to divide up the

risks within a game and work jointly, sharing the responsibility for success

and failure. Working together involves sharing perspectives to reach a common

understanding of the game and the strategies for plying the game. Problems

with language could be interpreted as responsible for difficulty engaging in

joint problem solving.

Finally. all the Language students demonstrated very different problem

solving skills from the Control students. They did not approach and organize

the problem-solving situation in a way that would enable them to succeed.

they frequently began games without instructions and did not move down in

wt 'n a game proved to be too difficult. They played twice as many games

at a level at which they had a low percent of successes than at a level at

whi is they had a fairly high rate of success. Despite their low rate of sue-

they persisted at activities that were too difficult. They had more

tr,,uble rKarilzing the game playing situation and cont.:ming to the con-

'-;triiiits of the games. Rather than choose an easier game level , they were

more Ikety to change the game rules to accommodate their understandings. The

student,, monit red the problem situation and their own !4r11ls,

1l
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:working reasonably efficiently towards the goal of playing the game well. The

Language students on the other hand, demonstrated very poor problem framing

Skills.

This pattern of differences indicates that the language difficulties of

these children do have consequences for.the development of other skills. As

can be seen from these findings, language was not the only area of difficulty

far most of these children. Attempts to be more precise about the type of

-problems these children have in other areas of development are hindered by the

variability of their performance.

A common observation among researchers and clinicians is that the perfor-

mance of dysphasic children on IQ tests is highly variable. Because intelli-

gence is conceived of as a property of the individual; even if a person exhi-

bits intelligent behavior only from time to time, he or she is, nevertheless,

said to possess the property. Factors such as 1,,A of attention, poor concen-

tration or low motivation are assumed to be responsible for the inconsisten-

cies. Dysphasic children are, therefore, described as having normal intelli-

gence, but short attention spans.

Our interpretation of these reports was that the children were not

interested in testing. Not understanding the consequences of their behavior,

they were nor taking the testing seriously and were not motivated to do well.

r 4Thoice of computer games was directly influenced by these observations.

af..sumed that rh students would be very excited about playing computer

gam?s and with this high motivation the inconsistency of behavior would not be

pr7:;blem. Our premise about motivation was corre.zt but the inference con -

erns! z;= !lehx:Iora1 onsistency did not follow. The children were very excited

IA.



about the games and were eager to play but their performance remained highly

Variable. This inconsistency of behavior makes it very difficult to assess

the common patterns of skills or abilities of these children with any conti-

-dence. Variable performance can be seen in a number of different situations.

It is clearly evident in the pattern of language errors made by these

Children. For most of the language errors recorded, there were numerous exam,-

plea of the sane Linguist is construction fOrled correctly. ThiS indicates

that at least on some occasions the students understood the grammatical rela-

tionships that govern a particular construction. We have no principled reason

for, or clear way to characterize, the environments in which language errors

were made versus those in which no errors wece ma..e. It is as if language

lacked automaticity such that when other systems of interaction competed for

cognitive resources, linguistic production suffered.

It was also difficult to determine when a student in the Language group

understood how to play the games. On one occasion a student may be playing so

well that there is no doubt that he understands the game. On a later occa-

sion, the student performs belct, the level of chance. This on/off quality of

performance was most striking during the Training Study as the students played

the same game over a period of several weeks. It would be easy to say that

the language students simply lost interest in the game and therefore stopped

concentrating. This did not seem to be the case. The student was eager to

demonstrate that he was ready to teach the game to another child. He knew

performance was being evaluated and wanted to play well, but it was as if he

tiad forAotten how to play. Several hours later when he was given another

hance to play, he appeared to have remembered. Again, we could find no prin-

13
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cipled way to account for the inconsistencies of performance. At the time

when knowledge of the game fades, 62 students sometimes remained eager to

play and other times abruptly decided that they did not want to play any more

that day.

Even auditory perception seemed to vary under different conditions for

some of these children. In the "Astronaut" game there was a sound pair

discrimination task that was similar to the test that Mlle (1976) used to

locate deficits in auditory processing in dysphasic children. The interval

between the two sounds decreased as the level of difficult of the game

increased. At level four and five the interstimulus intervals were less that

53 milliseconds, a condition which resulted in discrimination problems for

children with auditory processing problems. Watching the children play the

games it seemed clear that the sound discriminations were more difficult for

the dysphasic children than the. Control students. After the sessions were

over, we gave the children in the Language group a tone test. This was done

by diriding up the tasks in the game so that the Language student was only

responsible for a small part of the task. We navigated the space ship in the

game : ?.at they did not need to monitor direction or worry about crashing into

a planet. Under these circumstances, some of the children who had difficulty

with the sound dicriminations during the Comparison Study, now played error

()n way to understand these inconsistencies in performance is to assume

limited ability on the part of the students. The Language students would been

described as lacking certain skills or having limited processing ability. But

f.JrciuLAtions usually only account for one aspect of behavior and can not
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account for the whole configuratim of behavior.

An additional interpretation that could be drawn from observation of the

poor problem framing moves of the Language students, is that they lack

metacognitive abilities (cf. Targeson, 1977). Tpexamine this passibility it

is important to establish what is meant by metacognitive abilities.

Raker and Brown (1982) suggest that two clusters of metacognitive abili-

ties are involved in problem solving. The first involves the person's

knowledge about his or her cognitive resources, the demands of the situation

and the match between cognitive resources and task complexity. The second

cluster are self-regulatory mechanisms used during any attempt to solve prob-

lems. These include;

Checking the outcome of any attempt to solve the problem, planning
one's next move, monitoring the effectiveness of any attempting
action, testing, revising, and evaluating one's strategies for

learning. (1980:6)

Examining the problem solving performance of the Language Students in

these computer sessions, it wou2d be possible to conclude that they lacked

metacognitive abilities. Their way of structuring the game playing situation

does not, on the surface, suggest that they understand the demands of the task

in relationship to their own abilities. They did not exhibit the same kind of

checking, planning, monitoring, testing, revising and evaluating strategies

that were used by the Control students in learning these games.

Once a deficit is located, possible causal relationships are drawn

between this deficit and known problems with language. In the example used,

metacognitve deficits could be related to language problems in at least two

wari.
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One_way_ of relatingtheat_ist _asinnt. ta. :the.__lack_ or. _meacctgntbre_

skills is the direct result of the languege.problem. 1* logic_ of .theargu7

tent is as follows. Because the students have more difficulty in representing

ideas to themselves verbally or are less able to use language to regulate

he behavior, it beommmaimore ,difficult for them to engage ta Planning"- non-

tering and checking behavior.

Conversely, it could be claimed that the lack of metacognitive skills are

themselves responsible for the linguistic problems. In this case, the logic

would be that metacognitive skills are necessary for organizing ideas and

coordinating the rules of the Language to produce acceptable utterances.

Therefore, deficits in metacognitive skills will be manifested in difficulties

with linguistic expression and decoding. Both these formulations interpret

the absence of a behavioral display in one setting as evidence for a general

deficit.

But by examining the whole system of behavior of the Language students in

these game playing situations, it is clear that they were engaging in metacog-

nitive activities and doing so very skillfully. However, their checking,

planning, monitoring, testing, revising and evaluating strategies are directed

at another aspect of interaction. The Language students have different goals

that cnperceded playing the game well. They were actively working to con-

struct a situation in which they did not have to face doing things that they

did not believe that they could do well. For them, the nominal task of the

computer game is secondary to doing well in a larger context (Birney, Burdick

& Tecran, 1969). In sociological terms, they were primarily occupied with

"pansing and managing" the scene (Goffman, 1959; Garfinkel, 1967; Edgerton,
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The metacognitive skills, of these children, can be observed in their more

frequent questions about session procedures, their verbalizations about being

'and'concern with who- -would view the tapes,. And especially in tbair sera,-

-teSies for- avolotin Actonations Chat-are- likely- tolhe-problemattc-for Zhou-

These strategies will be discussed in the follosdng sections.

Metacognitive Strategies o f t ttanguane Students during the eniparison Study

If we change the focus of.attentian to how the Language students were

,----managing the larger scene, then the causes of some of the inconsistencies in

their behavior become clearer. Their actions can be interpreted in terms of

strategies for managing the situation to pass as competent students.

Strateg.es for Avoiding Readine. The students in the Language group were

aware of their reading difficulties and they actively avoided situations that

required reading. One way they did this was to claim to know how to play,

bypassing the instructions and then seeking adult help after the game began.

When the help they received was directions to go back through the computer

instructions, they had various strategies for assuring the co-presence .1f the

adult to help them through the instructions. In one case when the experi-

menter was trying to encourage a language dyad to work together one of the

students, clearly frustrated with the comprehension aspect of reading,

announced that the game was not fun as had been promised. In effect she was

saying that if the experimenter didn't give her the form of help she wanted

immediately, she would not continue in the situation. It may well have been a

bluff which the experimenter could have called by inviting her to return to



the classroom, but the experimenter could. not afford to find out and the child
. .

may Will havi'sospecteeit.

Strategies for Avoiding Failure. It is possible that the inappropriate

ce of high' gams levels vas' not- the-resnit of poor problem framing skills

but at.lOoot partially AP4Vatft4.by fear, of failure OtrAtOdfOO for

- avoiding failure (limey, Burdick & Tecran, 1969). Playing at a level so easy

,
7.that everyone can do it or at level so difficult that few can succeed provides

_very little information about the skill of the player. If one is uncertain

about one's ability at a level that is described as easy, then a possible

1iitrategy for avoiding evaluation is to persist at the most difficult level.

If -one tries bUt doesi not succeed on the most difficult task the failure is

not attributed to lack of skill on the part of the player but to the difficult

nature of the task. If one persists at a game that is too hard, he can always

believe or assume that others believe that he would be able to do much better

on the easier level. Another strategy the Language students sometime used to

avoid failure was to give up on the game as defined by the computer and rede-

it so that they were successful.

Strategies for Avoiding Peer Instructions. The Language students used

two different strategies for avoiding the teacher-student role relationship.

The first was to claim to know how to play before the student teacher had pro-

vided sufficient instructions. In a teaching situation, the teacher needs

feedback from the learner on what they know and don't know. The language stu-

dents avoided the interactive work required by claiming to know how to play.

They were more interested in playing the game than helping to elicit the

information from their peer. The peer teacher was, like the adult, someone



else to do the work, making it unnecessary for the learner to figure out what

the goal of the ipmee wait or why a given procedure should be followed.

.

The Language students were also less likely to make good use of peer help

ifwhen'it was offered'. The .4econd strategy for avoiding peer. instruCtion'wes to

;opportunity to explain the game.

almost- before tha teacher- had an _

In this case, the learner, set. on "not

learn thetried- to vistablieh adult help :18 the only way

Oue way to urdereteed this behavior is that the student in the role of

learner may not want to be in a situation where his peer can out perform him.

By challenging the peer teacher's ability to teach, the student removes the

focus of attention from his own ability (or inability) to learn the games and

focuses on his peer's ability (or inability) to teach. Children who have been

set apart from their peers as learning disabled, are likely to have learned

from experience not to acknowledge when and what they do not understand and

how to restructure an event such that their performance is not the focus. It

is likely that such revelations among their peers have often teen more painful

than productive.

Strategies for Avoiding Language as a Form of Mediation. While the

Language students actively elicited adult help, the form of the help they

sought was not verbal mediation. They did not commonly locate the source of

their problem nor the kind of help that they needed. Instead, they used more

general strategies for eliciting adult help. For example, they would request

the adult join them in playing the game, or show them how to play, without

specifying what they did and did not understand. Since the session procedures

included the instruction to try to figure the game out themselves and only
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request help when they could not understand some part of the task, general

requests did not bring the kind of help that they needed. In these situations

the adult either redirected the to the computer or to their peer teacher to

figure the game out, or tried to get them to be verbally explicit about their

T Their way of avoiding this request was to continue playing, selec-

tively ignoring the questions of the researcher. In these situations, they

were Less likely to respond to elicitations or to produce the kind of back-

channeling signals that indicate that they were listening to what was being

said.

Their notion of adult help was not as an information source which pro-

vided verbal help. Instead they tried to appropriate the adult as a problem-

solving tool that would do the work for them. After direct efforts to elicit

. help, they would become more passive waiting for the adult to do the problem-

solving for them. Rather than problem-solving guidance, they were trying to

rearrange the contextual situation so that the need to problem-solve vanishes.

They did this by maintaining the presence of the adult while continuing to

play aimlessly waiting for the adult to assess the problem and provide the

solution.

As the language measures indicated, the dysphasic children had more trou-

ble using language to convey information and share ideas. They did have stra-

tegies for getting through situations without making their difficulties overt.

An example of peer interaction from the first cooperative session of Len and

Hob demonstrates the use of such a strategy. In the first exposure to the

"Harpoon" game, Len made some reasonable, but different, interpretations of

the game world presented. He apparent ly did not understand the meaning of the

'4)
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word "harpoon" but never acknowledged this to either Bob or the adult. He

watched a sample game in which a moving arrow (harpoon) appeared above a line

drawing labeled -"OUR BOAT" and moved toward a solid triangle (shark fin)

..located at the center of two intersecting lines (radar). In the first display

--=Of the game screen the solid triangle had been labeled as "THE SHARK". Len

interpreted the screen in a different way. Re assumed the arrows were the

sharks and that they were trying to "blow up" the thing in the center of the

,screen Which he 'sometimes indicated as their lOCation. 'While. Len's interprt-

cation of the goal of the game varied, at one time he stated it as "having the

sharks get whatever the thing in the middle represented."

That a Language child would ignore literate clues and form a series of

alternative interpretations is not particularly interesting in itself. What

is interesting is the interaction between Len and his peer, Bob. Bob gave no

indication of his perceptions of the game. He neither agreed or argued with

anything Len asserted. Both students crntinued to initiate interaction while

trying to learn how to play this game. Neither made any attempt to convince

the other of his perspective. In fact, neither boy made any attempt during

the game-playing phase to determine the other's interpretation of the game or

to discuss how they might work together to figure out how to play the game.

When the adult came in to make sure that both -tudents understood the

she was not aware of Len's alternative understanding. When the first

question that might reveal Len's alternative interpretation was asked, Bob

qui,:kly supplied a response that was consistent with the researcher's

interpretation. This suggests that he had held this conventional view of the

gAme de'ipite Len's construction. While Len looked a little surprised by Bob's
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response and the approval he received, he did nothing to indicate that he did

not agree with this view or that he had entertained an alternative account.

By not challenging or making evident different interpretations, the students

are able to "pass" as having understood all along.

What is similar about all these strategies is that together they con-

struct a situation that the Language students can manage. These students did

not lack metacognitive skills of monitoring, checking evaluating, and plan --

ning, they were just employing them in a different way than the control stu-

dents. In order for these skills to be used to solve the problems we had

posed, some of these other issues would have to be minimized. A goal of the

Training Study was to change the structure of the interaction to encourage the

,Language students to apply metacognitive strategies at the level of problem-

framing.

The Results of the Training Study

The Training Study provided further evidence that these students did not

lack metacognitive skills. With a minimal amount of training, the Language

students were able to internalize strategies for game playing from the com-

puter and strategies for teaching from an adult and apply them in the

appropriate context. They also improved their problem solving social and

language skills. A paper and pencil post-test demonstrated improved arith-

meti skills. The training study also placed students in a situation where

the goal they sought could best be complished if they cooperated with their

peers. This required cooperation resulted in more language use then fre-

quently accompanies classroom lessons. Students also monitored the perfor-

m411-- their peers, often reducing the need for adult supervision and
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guidance.
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This ability to benefit from instruction on a central part of the curri-

culum like arithmetic is a very positive finding, as it has important math-

-cations for destgning educational programs for children with language prob,.

lems.

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

A major eduCational issue that has been central to this work is the way

that dysphasic children react to failures. The reluctance of these children

to engage in a given task has been examined in light of their concerns for

passing as normal. The first part of this section will discuss ways to use

the skills that these children have displayed to draw them into educational

experiences rather than allowing the children to find creative ways to avoid

them. Another issue that is addressed is the consequences of grouping chil-

dren with Language problems together for instruction. The final section

discusses some ways in which small computels can be used to both promote

social interaction and individualize the instruction of children in special

education.

The Consequences of Failure

Inability to accomplish a task is not, in itself, a failure. It is only

when a person or others observing that person define non-attainment as failure

that it comes to have the consequences that are often associated with failure.

Children in special education classrooms have come to know the consequences of

failkiro, By not doing what they were expected to do they have been labeled
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and segregated into small classrooms. Chances are that they do not have a

good formulation of What it *1113 that they lid differently that led to this

consequence. They do acquire some general formulation of their problem from

parents, teachers and peers such as "not being very smart" or "having trouble

learning how to read ". These general formulations of the differences between

themselves and their unlabeled peers often serve as guides to the kind of

.situations they will have to avoid in order to pass as normal.

The problem is that in trying hard to pass as normal, these children

often "pass out" of important learning situations. If they aren't trying,

then it is hard to determine whether or not they have the skill to accomplish

a task. "Not trying" is only one of many ways to pass out of a learning

situation. Several different kinds of avoiding strategies used by the chil-

dren in this research have already been discussed.

The point is that these children work so hard at trying to hide their

perceived inabilities, at passing, that they refdse the kind of help that is

crucial if they are to learn. Because their formulations of their problems

are often very broad, they avoid many situations in which they might have oth-

erwise done well.

In addftlon, educational programs are not particularly sensitive to the

problem of passing. Most of the knowledge imparted in schools is acquired

through the medium of reading. If a child is actively avoiding reading, then

he avoiding a great deal of what is he needs to learn in school.
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There are two recommendations that follow from these observations. They

ice closely related and describe a system of interaction that focuses on the

Use of positive skills to overcome handicaps.

The first recommendation is to utilize a child's strengths to teach them

knowledge. If a child is having trouble with reading and language, it is not

necessary to make all forms of knowledge acquisition depend on reading skills.

By decoupling reading from knowledge acquisition these children are likely to

discover areas in whict. they do exceptionally well. Child-en labeled dys-

phasic generally do well on the kind of tasks that make up the performance

scale of IQ tests. These skills are not systematically used to help design

educational programs. Finding areas of expertise is important because it is

easier to accept help in sown areas if you are able to offer help in others.

This research has demonstrated that computers can be used to accomplish

this educational goal. Educational software can be designed to provide expo-

sure to a wide range of topics as well as simulations of important activities.

It also can do so .4th a mininum reliance on text. As we have shown, comput-

ers can be programmed to interact with the ability level of ole student so

that they receive the kind of help they need. The confidence that children

gain from doing well on some tasks will help provide the courage to unJertake

othet%.

The second recommendation is to redirect these children's metacognitive

or passing skills fray task avAdance to task analysis. To do this, the trad-

itional s'ru.ture of classroom lessons must be reorganized. Children need to

be encouraged to help organize their lessons, to monitor their behavior, to

cheek and evaluate their progress, to plan for the next activity. Curteut
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educational programs for these children promote error-free learning of iso-

laced skills. It is teacher structured and requires only the repetition of

...
. . .

previously presented matetial by the student. Aside effect of this method of

.:education is thac the hildren learn to tear wrong answers. If they do not

.4,ow the correct answer or fear that they will not know an answer, then they

.

vork !cry hard to Net out of the task altogether. They frequently succeed

using disrupti-te behavior that is taken as further evidence of their learning

problem.

One way to use What have been called metacognitive skills in the service

of education is to have children evaluate their ability before they attempt

each task. When the child faces a task, evaluates it as difficult, and then

does poorly 4ne cnild was right in an important way. The child should gain

approval for this knowledge. "Being right" about the task being difficult,
9. a.

makes it pc,4sib to% try a task in which one suspects they may not succeed

without some of the negative consequences of failing. When the child is right

about a task being difficult, then the sok.rze of the difficulty can be sought.

Again the child -3n be a valuable informant on the nature of the difficulty.

If the child does succeed in the task, then he or she was wrong about the

evaluation yet gains approval for being Able to do the task. This procedure

will help the child to understand that being wrong is not something to be

feared. In either case the child remains fn the task, a necessary condition

for learning. Just as in competitive races in which the winner if the one vho

can most acourately-p.Pdict his mIr he runr:IT* time, children could be

rewarded for accurately monitoring their own progress. By utilizing these

skills in the

the process.

educational process, they are less likely to be used to subvert

It if :try important that these children develop an
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accurate knowledge or their limitations as well as their strengths.
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Machin? is made easier when the students can communicate their under-

standing of the material and the source of day confusion to their teacher. In

. order to learn, one must be willing to admit ignorance. Giving students an

important role in the educational process may increase their courage span ena-

bling them to risk revealing weaknesses so that they may then learn.

One way to understand the recommendation being made is to draw a com-

parison between physical and mental handicaps. Suppose a child comes out of

an accident with a paralyzed leg. The prognosis is that the child might, by a

seties of exercises, be able to regain control of the leg. Nov suppotie

further that this patient is put into an intensive program of physical

therapy. In this program the Whole body is held motionless so the patient can

concentrate on trying to move the paralyzed leg. He is instructed to begin by

trying to move only the toes. While the patient does make some progress in

learning to wiggle his toes, he becomes frustrated by the slow progress. He

comes to believe that he will never be able to move the leg. As treatment

continues the rest of the body becomes so weak that it becomes increasingly

more difficult for the child to stand up. In fart, the child comes to believe

that he will never be able to walk and refuses to try. In this case we would

be fairly sure that the paralysis is not spreading, and that the method of

treatment is at :cult for the degeneration of the child's physical skills.

It is not likely that such a program would have been designed for our

imaginary patient. Instead, the kind of treatment that would be seen as most

etfective would be one that got the child to experience walking as soon as

wssibl with whatever support was necessary to take the place of the
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paralyzed leg. The child would be taught to walk focusing on the abilities

-'---that are under his command and would be helped to understand the extent of his

-.-Aandtlap and ways to deal with it effectively. The use of a support system

for the leg would not preclude efforts to help the child regain use of his leg

continuing to use the rest of his body. Instead, the child would work.

moving the leg within the whole system of physical movement and not as a

step by step program of isolated muscle contractions. The support system for

the paralyzed leg would become more and more flexible as the patient regained

control of the muscles.

How does this situation help us think about children with language prob-

lems? These children have had trouble acquiring language and learning to

read. Like our physically-disabled patient the prognosis for the language-

disabled student is unclear; the problem may go away with the right kind of

"exercise" or it may not. The traditional approach by schools is to instigate

an intensive language remediation program. In these programs the children

receive concentrated individual instruction in language arts while other

school subjects are dealt with only superficially in the belief that reading

and writing are so basic that not much can be done until the children acquire

these skills. Just as our patient had to begin his recovery by wiggling the

toes, the language student ..as to begin by practicing sound-letter correspon-

derce and decoding skills learned in sequence, because higher-order skills are

dependent on them. These children, like our imaginary patient, get frustrated

with their slow progress. They begin to believe that they will never read and

refuse to try. Not only do they give up on reading, but like our patient who

gives up on walking, they stop all effort to learn when print is a part of the

lystm.
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There is an important difference in the causality inferences that are

drawn from these parallel examples. In the example of the physically Nandi-

capped person it was the method of treatment that is immediately questioned

'when the patient failed to show progress. Learning problems of children in

special education are rarely seen as a result of the method of treatment.

Because we have such an unclear notion of what causes the difficulties in the

first place, it is easy to locate the difficulties as a failure of the child.

t the child does not learnunder these conditions, it is taken as evidence of

a more general learning problem. it is almost always the child rather than

the treatment that is seen as the source of the difficulties.

Looking back to the method of treatment that seemed more appropriate for

our imaginary patient, we can make some suggestions for effective educational

programs. If the goal for the patient was to learn to walk with a paralyzed

leg, the goal of these children would be to learn to engage in learning

activities in which linguistic and literacy skills play and important role.

They must be helped to read despite their linguistic or reading problems.

Just as the patient needs support to begin walking, these children need sup-

port to participate in learning environments in school. They need to know

that while they are having some difficulties with language and reading, they

can learn. This means that knowledge, acquisition must to some extent be

decoupled from reading. Children need to be encouraged to use and develop all

the skills they have to acquire knowledge. This does not mean that reading or

language instruction are not important. it does mean that a different method

needs to be used to teach these skills. Instead of breaking skills into iso-

lated components each of which is meaningless by itself, our approach would be
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to engage these children in the whole activity of learning in which reading

plays a part. Within the Whole system of learning these children Will not be

""-able to carry out all the tasks at the outset. They will need to be supported

while they do as much as they can. As skill builds, so will self-confidence,

--7---end the children will be able to cake over more and more aspects of the task

until hopefully the support is no longer needed. In this way a zone of prolP-

imal development" (Vygotaky, 1978) would be created for these children.

The question that remains is how to provide the kind of suivort that will

help rather than cripple. A good model of how this is done comes from the

analysis of the way that mothers teach their very young children to read

(Ninio A Bruner, 1978). They don't start with a book of blank pages and teach

the child to turn them one at a time. They start with a book that they will

enjoy reading and help the child to participate in whatever way is possible.

At first the mother does most of the work, reading the words, pointing to the

pictures, asking the questions, and even providing the answers to these ques-

tions. The child's role at tLe beginning is very limited. Mhen the child

begins to point or make unintelligible responses, the mother encourages the

child interpreting the responses. Slowly, as the child is able to take on

more of the actions involved in reading, the mother takes a more and more pas-

sive role, providing encouragement and approval. But from the beginning the

child has always been involved in the activity of reading with mother, and not

simply getting ready to learn how to read.

This same model could be used with children with special problems. It

would not require one to one interaction with an adult. Other children, as

well as computer programs, could be used to help create a "zone for proximal
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development" for these children. Learning environments in which children with

language difficulties are able to contribute what they are capable of and

obtierve what they need to learn, are likely to lead to skill development With

less frustration than current approaches.

Educational Grouping of Children with Special heeds

The pattern of language errors and the high dependency of the dysphasic

children on adult help suggests that the educational practice of grouping

these children together in small numbers for instruction has some undesired

consequences.

One problem with grouping children with language problems together is

that the children are continually exposed to deviant language samples. Since

language acquisition depends on exposure to language, grouping children with

deviant language together may contribute to their problem because they do not

get an opportunity to listen to good speech models from their peers. The

errors listed for each of the children were very similar and in some cases the

same incorrect phrases were used by different children.

Another effect of homogeneous grouping of children is that when difficul-

ties arise with lessons, the children are less likely to be able to help one

another. Thus, the dependency on adult help that was found in this research

develops. It has been observed in other research studies that children with

Learning disabilities know what kinds of activities are likely to be difficult

for them and develop strategies for dealing with these situations (Cole h

Traupmann, 1980). For example, a learning disabled child, Adam, could not

read very well. As a member of a cooking club he was able successfully to
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hide his reading difficulties by working with a younger child who had a hard

ime carrying out directions. Together they are able to carry out a task that

-:.would be close to impossible for either one Of them to carry out alone. By

grouping children with specific problems together they are unable to get the

--kind of help they need from anyone but adults. it is possible that we have

ignored the importance of informal learning that takes place when peers help

one another. Homogeneous grouping of children may eliminate an effective

channel of education, peer teaching.

The reason for grouping children together who had the same educational

problems was so that they could be given more individual and small group help

in the same areas. There are a number of vayi of accomplishing these goals

that do not have the negative consequences that have been described. One is

to group children heterogeneously in the special education categories. In

this configuration children with different skills could be used as peer

experts to help other children learn. Yet the classes would remain small.

Another solution is to provide for partial mainstreaming. This could be

accomplished by flexible grouping of children for different subjects. An

important component of these alternative groupings could be the utilization of

small computers for instruction.

Computers and Education

One of the initial reactions that people have when computers are paired

with education is to conjure up the stereotypical vision of a child sitting

before a computer acting in an almost robot like fashion. This vision of a

mechanical teacher scares those who believe that teaching is an intrinsically

human enterprise.
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While computers are extremely useful tools, they do not have a mind of

their own. The children are not interacting with a machine. They are

interaction with teachers and programmers in non real time (Black, Levin,

& Quinn, 1982). Just as books enable students to interact with authors

who are not co-present in the classroom, computers can enable to students to

participate in lessons that are arranged prior to class time. Just as books

are used by teachers and students to raise issues, provoke discussions and

provide information, computers can be used in a similar fashion. But unlike

books, computer programs can be tailored to adjust themselves to the level of

the students, providing an important resource for teachers who work with stu-

dents of differing abilities. Because computers can also be used as a coMmun-

ication medium between teachers and students and among students they can

create more, not less, networks of interaction.

Our experience with computers and children during this research and the

work of other researchers exploring the educational uses of computers (Levin &

Kareev, 1980; Levin, Boruta & Vasconcellos, 1982; Quinsaat, 1981; Papert,

1981) has created a completely different image. Because computers are, and

will continue for some time to be, a limited resource, children frequently

work on computers in pairs or small groups. Together children discuss, pro-

pose and check responses to computer questions or problems. They help each

other remember information regarding the form of interaction that is allowed

and the location of keys on the keyboard. Frequently interactions wh:.ch begin

during computer work, continue after the children are no longer working on the

computer.
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Working together on computer games during the training study led to

--Increaaes in joint problem solving that may have Important consequences for

:cognitive dsvelopment. Sharing the responsibility for failure as well as suc-

cess seemed to help the children take the risks involved in trying hard to

succeed. These findings and observation suggest that computers encourage, not

inhibit, Social interactions.

Conclusion

The children in the language group appear to have problems that cannot be

said to be language problems alone. In other ways, they act less capable than

other children. They may be mislabeled, but they are not misidentified.

They are children who need and can profit from educational assistance,

but not of the kind that public schools are currently providing. Assisting

them in their learning, rather than assisting them to learn what current

theories say they should learn, appears to be the way to success, theirs and

ours.
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